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A Freak MishapThe Behemoth returns from their latest mission only to find themselves tapped again

by the Alliance Intelligence Division. A message was received from an unknown part of the galaxy,

filtered through dozens of relays before arriving at the home world. An old friend seems to be

stranded and needs assistance yet they were unable to convey proper coordinates.Meanwhile, The

Crystal Font finds itself in the middle of nowhere near an alien world emitting a strange, unknown

energy field. Stuck with a broken engine and unsure if help is on the way, theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re forced to

perform repairs on their own. But as they attempt to rectify their situation, they are attacked by

enemy forces.Racing against time and fighting for survival, The Crystal Font knows they may never

make it home but after defying the odds so many times, they refuse to give up. Forced to visit the

strange world, they have no idea The Behemoth is looking for them or the bizarre information they

may uncover on the idyllic landscape of the planet below.
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In the least book Behemoth is tasked to find the Crystal Font. The Font has sent a message asking



for help, but the message failed to give a location. Can the Behemoth find them. The Font having

found itself in a strange area of space, the main jump engines are down and the only hope is from a

strange planet. There is a little bit of Star trek NTG in this story, but loved it. Looking forward to the

next book in this series.

I have been following this series since book 1, and love the action and characters. This books are

very fast reads, it just might be my impression but they seem to be getting shorter and shorter in

length. Not too upset at the length of pages as I usually only pay under $3 per read. Juts wish the

adventures would last a few more pages.

From start to finish, an adventure. I really enjoyed the journey full of twists and turns, not knowing

the outcome until you with gasping breath, dared to turn the next page.. Can't wait to read the next

one coming..

Worst book of the series so far. If the behemoth is going to be involved with intelligence operations

I'm out. This story line was a rip off of an old Star Trek episode

Looking forward to the next installment. John Walker does a very good job of character

development. You feel like you know them personally.

I really enjoy this series. Imagantive with great action. I'm just disappointed on how short this

installment was for the price I had to pay. Not sure I'll read the next one because of this

VERY good, fast moving and action filled. The various plots and themes makes it VERY readable. I

loved it. EnjoyÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å .

The saga continues, The characters are so familiar that it makes you more interested to see what

happens. Great series
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